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Foyle's War (TV Series 2002â€“2015) - IMDb As WW2 rages around the world, DCS Foyle fights his own war on the home-front as he investigates crimes on the
south coast of England. Later series sees the retired detective working as an MI5 agent operating in the aftermath of the war. Foyles War About Foyle's War. Michael
Kitchen (Out of Africa) stars in this universally acclaimed mystery as DCS Christopher Foyle, investigating crimes on the home front during WWII and, later,
counterintelligence threats at the dawn of the Cold War. Foyle's War - Episode Guide - TV.com When a young student is badly assaulted, Foyle wonders if the attack
is racially motivated as the young man was the son of a wealthy and high profile Jewish businessman.

Foyle's War - Wikipedia Foyle's War is a British detective drama television series set during (and shortly after) the Second World War, created by Midsomer Murders
screenwriter and author Anthony Horowitz and commissioned by ITV after the long-running series Inspector Morse ended in 2000. It began broadcasting on ITV in
October 2002. Acorn TV | Foyle's War Back to Home Foyle's War Series 9 is exclusive to Acorn TV. Combining historical accuracy with compelling mysteries, this
award winning British series is "a triumph from start to finish" (The Wall Street Journal. Amazon.com: Foyle's War, Series 1: Michael Kitchen, Edward ... Foyle's
War is an excellent series that examines domestic issues in the context of the Second World War in the area of Hastings. All four episodes are well acted with great
cinematography. The silence and body language of Inspector Foyle always leaves one contemplative.

Foyle's War | PBS Foyle's War. Foyle's War. Add to Favorites. One of the most popular drama series in TV history -- Bringing you the best in classic adaptations,
mysteries filled with eclectic characters, and. Rent Foyle's War (2002) on DVD and Blu-ray - DVD Netflix Parents need to know that Foyle's War is a drama set in
England during World War II that was made as part of PBS's long-running Masterpiece Mystery series. The series' main character, Detective Chief Superintendent
Christopher Foyle, is unassuming, steadfast, and morally upright and solves cases related to the war. Foyle's War Cast and Characters | TV Guide Meet the cast and
learn more about the stars of of Foyle's War with exclusive news, photos, videos and more at TVGuide.com.

Foyle's War (series 1) - Wikipedia Foyle's investigation reveals a relationship between the judge's daughter, Susan, and a local worker, Peter Buckingham. He also
becomes suspicious of the actual purpose of the mysterious factory at which Buckingham works.
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